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Old family photo albums are fascinating. If youre lucky enough to own one, you've probably spent hours
poring overhalf-faded black-and-white portraits of your ancestors, searching for similarities in their facial

features and wondering whattheir lives might have been. Unfortunately, not every family has such easy access
to their own history. Photographer Rafael Goldchain's Polish-Jewish ancestors emigrated to South America in
the 1930s, and many others perished in Polandduring the Nazi regime. Also lost in the turmoil of war and
emigration were most of the portraits of his extended family.When Goldchain became a parent himself, he
decided to make up for this lack of evidence and recreate the lost generations of the past, in the present.

Rafael Goldchain's I Am My Family is a family album of traditional portrait photographs with an
unconventional twist: the only subject is Goldchain himself.

In an elaborate process involving. Who I am in My Family Web When I think about who I am in my family I
recall my experiences the good and bad experiences that have made me who I am today.

My Family

Im familiar and faithful enough to be trusted with any job and every joy. They were distressed anxious and
depressed over this problem despite the fact that they had their own families with husbands or wives children.
1 Chronicles 1716 . Old family photo albums are fascinating. If youre lucky enough to own one youve. They
controlled my account using Family Safety. Generate leads increase sales and drive traffic to your blog or
website. Oh my goodness Thank you so much for that. The other approach is for self confident people with
high self esteem. The selfportraits in I Am My Family are detailed reenactments of ancestral figures that can
be thought of as acts of naming linked to mourning and remembrance. Ive seen you at your worst and Ive
loved you at your best. Rafael Goldchains new book I Am My Family Photographic Memories and Fictions

Amazon US CA. As the Subject My family and I appreciate your kindness.
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